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Abstract: This article highlights the many possibilities and advantages of wood as an interior 

decoration and decorative material, its convenience, environmental friendliness and durability, 

decors, its use in the decoration of modern interiors, taking into account all its features. 

To what extent is the wood used in recent years, what type of wood should be used in the 

interior, what wood furniture is used in the interior? Similar questions can be answered in this 

article. 

Wood is an ideal raw material in terms of safety and naturalness, used in construction and 

repair for many centuries. Therefore, wood is widely used in interior design of houses, 

apartments and courtyards, roofing, construction of columns, beams, furniture for buildings and 

houses. 

Despite the abundance of practical artificial materials today, man continues to strive for nature 

and ecological purity in the decoration of buildings. Many designers are choosing wood to 

decorate the interior. This is due to the fact that wood has many advantages. Wooden furniture is 

often used to create a modern interior. It is distinguished not only by its esthetic appearance, but 

also by its long service to the people. 

The introductory part of the research, the types and process of research, its results and final 

conclusions are presented. 

Keywords: wooden panel, wooden fence, carcass, decorative wood, parquet, wooden frame, 

imitation of wood. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Natural materials in the interior are safe, environmentally friendly and beautiful. In recent years, 

more and more people choose wood for interior decoration. This is facilitated by the fact that this 

material has many advantages. Wooden furniture is often used to create stylish interiors. It 

differs not only in its aesthetic appearance, but also in its long service life. 

II. MAIN PART 

2.1. The use of wood in finishing materials.  

Despite the abundance of modern materials used to decorate an apartment, wood remains 

relevant to this day. Its popularity is explained, among other things, by the fashion for interiors 

in eco-style. Wood materials are used for finishing: ceilings, walls, floors, windows and doors, 

arches, stairs, etc. Conifers are often used for walls, doors, ceilings. Hardwoods are 
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recommended for floors and stairs. 

Finishing the ceilings of carriages or beams allows not only to penetrate the interior of warmth 

and comfort, but also to solve the problem of sound insulation. Usually a lining or beam is used. 

For walls, most often, block house opening and decorative panels. They are distinguished by 

their special structure and good thermal insulation properties. The panels are made from valuable 

wood species and are considered quite expensive. 

 

Wood cuts for bedroom decor 

For floors, wood or parquet boards, parquet is used. In Provence or country styles, an oak or ash 

floorboard looks great. Parquet board is popular due to its relatively low price. 

Stairs and walls can be decorated with a furniture board. This material consists of several sticks 

connected with glue. It can be simply varnished or painted in any color. Wood of various 

processing methods can be used for decoration: 

 In Art Deco or Provence styles, artificially aged wood would be appropriate. 

 In classic interiors, the material can be simply varnished. 

 Bleached wood fills the room with air and light. She helps create Mediterranean-style 

interiors. 

 Painting wood panels are considered a versatile technique that can be used in a variety of 

ways. 

2.2. Wood in furniture frames. Manufacturers rarely make kitchen fronts entirely of wood, as 

this is an expensive material that is sensitive to external influences. Furniture made entirely of 

wood is not mass-produced. If necessary, it can be ordered, which is why the cost will be higher. 

Typically, kitchen furniture manufacturers use wood for the frames. In this case, we use species 

that are highly durable, including oak, walnut, cherry, etc. Wood is also suitable for making 

frames on facades, as it will add sophistication to the interior. At the same time, the internal 

filling of the headsets can be made of cheaper and lightweight materials, including veneer or 

FDF (fine-dispersed fraction). For the countertop, hard varieties are taken, oak or maple. To 

protect wood from deformation due to high humidity, it must be coated with a special compound. 

Wood blends harmoniously with natural materials, glass. Therefore, in some headsets, they 

choose a more durable tabletop material, including natural stone. 

Wood can be chosen as a frame for upholstered furniture. For this purpose, various varieties are 

used, including oak, ash, walnut. To increase the durability, the wood is treated with antifungal 

compounds. The material is pre-dried well. Well-processed wood is used for upholstered 

furniture, without knots or gaps. These headsets look good in classic interiors. Wooden frames 
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make the product much softer and more comfortable. They are believed to improve the indoor 

climate. Such interior items are often chosen for Eco style, art Deco. 

Cabinet furniture made of solid wood never loses its relevance. However, when choosing interior 

items and their arrangement, some features should be taken into account: 

 Wooden furniture is quite heavy, so you should initially decide on where it will stand. It will 

be quite difficult to move it afterwards. 

 The tree does not tolerate moisture and sudden temperature fluctuations. Even surfaces 

treated with special compounds can deteriorate over time. Therefore, when arranging 

furniture, you must try to create the most gentle conditions for it. 

 Wooden furniture is not recommended to be placed next to heating appliances. 

2.3. Advantages and Disadvantages 

1. Wood in the interior in most cases is a good solution. This material has the following 

advantages: 

2. Aesthetic appearance. The interiors look stylish and beautiful. 

3. A large selection of wood species allows you to choose a pattern and texture that suits a 

particular style. 

4. Wood paneling will improve the soundproofing of the apartment, which will increase the 

comfort of living in it. 

5. The surface of the tree can be repainted, which will allow you to change the interior without 

special costs. 

6. Natural material improves the indoor climate. 

7. The tree is easy to care for. It is enough just occasionally to wipe the dust off with a damp 

cloth. 

8. The material is strong and durable. Wooden furniture will last a long time, and finishing will 

allow you not to worry about repairs for a long time. 

9. Environmental friendliness and safety are often the main reasons for choosing wood in 

decoration, furniture or decor. 

10. The versatility of the material makes it appropriate for almost any interior style. 

 

2.4. Wood use options: wood slats, panels, partitions, wall panels 

Various methods are used for wood finishing. Among the most popular are: 

Wooden slats on the walls allow you to create original interiors. They allow you to hide surface 

irregularities, are easy to install. Their advantages include ease of installation. They are 
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environmentally friendly and safe, have good sound and heat insulation characteristics. The 

disadvantages of finishing include the fact that they must be installed on the frame, which will 

reduce the useful area of the room. This material will look harmoniously in the Scandinavian 

style or Provence. They can be used for other directions as well. 

Wooden panels in the interior look aesthetically pleasing. They are resistant to mechanical 

damage, improve the indoor climate. There are various types of panels on sale. The most 

common option is oak products. They are made as a parquet board. 

 

More expensive panels can be made from exotic wood species. The disadvantages of this 

material include the fact that the walls should be perfectly flat, as they are attached to the glue. 

The panels are recommended for classic, English, Art Deco, Baroque styles. 

Partitions made of wood are usually used for zoning an apartment. Various breeds are used in 

their manufacture, but preference is given to light materials. The partition can be painted or 

varnished. Polished wood is often used. Their advantages include simple installation. Among the 

shortcomings, it is noted that the partitions must be covered with special compounds, since they 

are quite capricious to the surrounding conditions. 

Wood planks are mainly used for flooring. Its advantages include the fact that it gives a lot of 

room for the imagination of designers. It is laid in various ways, which allows you to create 

original interiors. Among the advantages is also the ability to cover the material with any paint to 

your taste. The boards are suitable for a variety of styles, from minimalism to classic. The 

disadvantages include the fact that a good base must be provided to the wooden board. 

The tree in the interior has been relevant for many centuries. This material has such advantages 

as environmental friendliness, safety and long service life. Due to this, many apartment owners 

use finishing materials or wood furniture when arranging their homes. The material is versatile. 

It fits perfectly into various interiors, thanks to a large selection of textures and textures. Despite 

the high cost, apartment owners will be able to save on furniture or wood trim due to the fact that 

they will last for decades. 

Picturesque little things. In Scandinavian, eco-style, country and many other areas, decorating 

rooms with various wood items is very popular: 

 chandeliers from snags;   

 stumps as tables; 

 ornaments for a mantelpiece; 

 curved branches on the walls; 
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 wooden trinkets; 

 vases; 

 figurines; 

 cache-pot; 

 Tueska; 

 sets of wooden utensils; 

 candlesticks; 

 chess. 

 

Designer chandelier from driftwood 

Wooden furniture. Wood, like no other material, is suitable for the manufacture of cabinet and 

upholstered furniture. Now the trend is furniture with knots, cracks, artificially aged, with the 

effect of "craquelure". Some items are even sawn from solid pieces of wood, but the cost of 

such products is usually high. They also make furniture from old stumps, bark, combine wood 

with leather, velour. Such household items serve for a long time, creating a special, useful 

microclimate in the house for a person and allowing you to feel a unique aroma. 

 

Original coffee table made of tree trunks 
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